Current Open Clinical Trials

Study Principal Investigator:

Washington University Protocol: Tissue acquisition for analysis of prognostic factors, immunology, and genetic progression of retrovirus diseases

AMC 083: Tissue acquisition for prognostic factors, immunology, and genetic progression of HIV-1 associated malignancies

Site Principal Investigator:

AMC 085: A pilot trial of AVD and brentuximab vedotin (SGN-35) in the treatment of stage II-IV HIV-associated Hodgkin lymphoma

AMC 087: Phase I trial of cabozantinib for advanced solid tumors in persons with HIV infection

AMC 095: A phase I study of ipilimumab and nivolumab in advanced HIV associated solid tumors with an expansion cohort in HIV associated solid tumors

AMC 096: A phase II study of sEphB4-HAS in Kaposi Sarcoma

AMC 098: Nelfinavir for the treatment of AIDS KS

AMC 101: A pilot study of ibrutinib and R-DA-EPOCH for front line treatment of AIDS-related lymphomas